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Forest Time updated on March 23, 2017 ••• Thomas Northcut/Photodisc/Getty Images A true quote in terms of deadlines is an important part of a college career, not only because it shows professionalism, but also because an accurate quote can help protect a student's work from any suspicion of plagiarism. Because the Bible is organized in a unique way, there are specific rules
governing the quote of the text. The correct way to quote excerpts from the New International Version of the Bible will depend on whether you use the American Psychological Association, the Modern Language Association, or the Chicago/Turabian Citation Style. Format your paragraph citation in this way if you use the APA citation style: (5 Cor. 5:14 New International Version) If
you continue to quote from NIV, all subsequent quotations do not need to indicate which Bible edition you are quoting. For example: (6 Cor 5:17) Format the citation as follows if you follow the MLA guidelines: (New International Version, 5 Cor. 5.14) As in the style of APA citation, as soon as you identify the permission, you do not have to do so in subsequent quotations. They
should be displayed in the following format: (5 Cor. 5.17) Format the quote in this way if you follow the Chicago or Turabian-style guidelines: (Cor 5:14 New International Version) In subsequent quotes, you only need to specify a section and line. For example: (Cor 5:17) Home / Guides / Citation Guides / MLA format / How to quote the Bible MLA When writing an exploratory
document, there may be a case where you need to quote a Bible or other sacred text. It can be difficult to know how to properly quote the Bible, because its formatting is different from quoting other books. Citation Generator This guide provides the basics of what you need to know about how to mention the Bible MLA 8, the current edition of the MLA Manual (we stick to the guide,
but we are not related to it). This guide provides guidance on formatting and examples of how to quote the printed Bible, the online version of the Bible, the e-book Bible, and the Bible program on both the text and information page. Why Cite? Sources quoting sources are relevant in any scientific paper. This shows that you have done the necessary work to make reliable
arguments, it helps readers understand the context of their quotes, and it gives credit to the original sources. In order to avoid plagiarism, all direct quotes or paraphrasing from other sources should be indicated. Properly quoting your sources shows that you are an experienced and ethical scientist writer. What you need To create a link page quote, you'll need to provide the
following information: The bible editor(s) of the Bible title name (if applicable) the bible version (which may differ from the title) publication information. Your text quote, you will need: name Bible Bible verse(s), including book title, chapters and verse numbers Portfolios Quoted in a quote print version of the Bible format: Bible title, Bible version. Edited by editor's name, Publisher,
Year of Publication. Example: The Holy Bible, a new international version. Zondervan Publishing House, 1984. Works Quoted quote about the Bible's online version of the Bible's online version of the citation guidelines is different from the printed version. If your source is an e-book or program, those guidelines also differ. These are the Bible guidelines found on the site. Keep in
mind that for each quoted web page from the same online Bible (MLA Style Center), you only need to create a single quote on the link page. Format: The name of the Bible. Site/organization name, full URL. The date has been opened. Example: New international version. Biblica, . Opened on March 22, 2020, Jobs quoted a quote in an E-book version of the Bible MLA, indicating
the eBook version of the Bible is the same as referring to any other eBook (MLA Style Center). Since MLA eBook quotes begin with the author's name, skip directly to the title information instead of starting a quote with the author. Format: Name. Edition, Format, Publisher, Year of Publication. Example: The Bible version of King James. eBook, Gutenberg Project, 2011. Works
Cited Citation for a Bible lists the bible as a name and uses translation as a version (MLA Style Center). The title of the Bible program is italic, version (if any) and program publication information. Format: Name. Name of the translation version. Program name, version number, Year of publication of the program. Example: The Bible. Good news for the Bible version. YouVersion,
British and Foreign Bible Society, 1996. Creating bible text quotes It doesn't matter if you cite a printed or online version of the Bible, the text-quoting format remains the same. You will need a bible verse that you quote, including the title of the book, chapter number, and line number. For longer book titles, you'll use a truncated version (MLA Guide 1872) in a text citation. For
example, shortening the Gene Book as Gen. Shorter books can be completely written, for example, Mark. At the beginning of the first text quote, you must include an italic Bible title that should match the italic name at the beginning of your information page. The remaining text citations should contain only the book name, department, and line number. First text citation format:
(Bible Name, Book Name Chapter.Verse) All of the following quotations: (Book Name Chapter.Verse) Example first text citation format: (New international version, Gen 2.1) After quotes: (Mon 2.5) (Mark 3.5-7) (1 Cor 1.5-11) In this section Jesus For God so loved the world that he gave his only only Son, that someone who believes in him should not perish, but have an eternal life.
For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him can be saved (King James's version, John 3:16-17). Many believed that John the prophet was the Messia, testifying he said: Man can receive nothing unless he is given from heaven. You testify to yourself that I have said, I am not Christ, but that I am sent before him (John 3:27-28).
Works Quoted as quoting bible app with more than one translation? MLA Style Center, June 27, 2019, style.mla.org/bible-app-multiple-translations/. How do I mention the e-book MLA style? MLA-style center, September 4, 2019, style.mla.org/citing-an-e-book/. If I quote the online version of the holy text and each section is on a separate website, should each web page be included
in the list of to-do quotes? MLA-style center, July 2, 2019, style.mla.org/citing-web-pages-sacred-text/. MLA Manager. 8th ed., Kindle ed., Modern American Language Association, 2016. Posted on August 10, 2012. Last updated: 9 April 2020 Written by Grace Turney. Grace is a former librarian and holds a master's degree in librarian science and information technology. She is a
freelance author and artist. Is easybib citation generator free? It's 100% free to create MLA quotes. EasyBib Citation Generator also supports 7000+ other citation styles. These other styles, including APA, Chicago and Harvard, are available to anyone with an EasyBib Plus subscription. Why should I use easybib citation generator? No matter what citation style you use (APA,
MLA, Chicago, etc.), the EasyBib citation generator can help you quickly create the right bibliography. Can I download my sources? Yes, there is the option to download source quotes as a Word document or Google document. You can also copy quotes from the EasyBib Citation Generator and paste them into your paper. Do I need to create an account? Account creation is not a
requirement to generate MLA citations. However, registration to your EasyBib account is free, and the account is how you can save the entire citation you created. This can help you manage quotes and bibliography more easily. Can I create a manual citation? So! Whether you want to learn how to create quotes independently, our autocytic tool can't collect the metadata you need,
or if anything among manual quotes is always an option. Click here for instructions on how to use manual citation creation. What should I do if the source information is missing? If important information is missing (such as author name, name, publishing date, URL, etc.), first see if you can find it in the source yourself. If you cannot, leave the information blank and continue to What
citation style works Citation generator support? He supports MLA, APA, Chicago, Harvard and more than 7,000 all-quotation styles. Home / Guides / Citation Guides / APA format / How to quote the Bible in APA quotation generator Note: Classic religious texts, such as the Bible, do not require a quote in the list of references in APA style. However, you must add a text citation at
any time that you specify these texts in your writing. APA text Bible quotes When quoting or paraphrasing specific text passages, add the corresponding chapters/line names and/or numbers to the text citation (Lee, 2009). Example of the Bible text: The Bible praises the virtues of love; Love is patient, love is pleasant. He is not envy, does not boast, is not proud (1 Cor 13:4 New
International Version). Note: Note that all you need to do is specify the bible version used in the first general reference to the source or text citation. In all other cases, leave it. May 29, 2012 Jen Since I go to Christian college, the Bible is needed for a textbook for most of my classes. I often use it as a source, which means I have to add it to any link pages in my document. I have
several different Bibles from the Zondervan Spring Collection. Fortunately for me, they're all NIV, so the quote is the same, no matter which copy I use. Here's how you cite the Holy Bible in APA format: The Holy Bible: A New International Version. (2011). Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan. yes, it's so simple. If you need quotes for MLA versions, I recommend using EasyBib.com.
Lewis said that I should tell you to bookmark this page if you want to keep it as a convenient link. Mainly because he likes to play  tags when Zondervan sent me the Bible depicted as part of the press collection. All opinions are my own. Your.
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